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Examining the “National Risk Assessment for Detention” Process:  
An Intersectional Analysis of Detaining “Dangerousness" in Canada 

Abstract 
Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA) officers use the National Risk Assessment for Detention (NRAD) 
process to evaluate the “riskiness” of immigration detainees. The NRAD’s key tool is a 2-page document 
laying out “risk factors” with corresponding points that add up to scores of “dangerousness” allegedly 
posed by non-citizens. CBSA officers then recommend detention in either a provincial prison or a lower 
security “immigration holding centre”. In a national context of no legislated upper time limits on detention 
periods, and where telephonic and other access to incarceration sites is impeded, the NRAD form’s 
outcome portends serious, long-term consequences. 
 
Drawing on an intersectional lens informed by constructivist approaches to risk, we argue that a “hybrid 
knowledge of risk” about immigration, racialization, and crime animates the NRAD process. After 
introducing the NRAD into scholarship, we historically situate the process in a longer arc of penalization 
contingent upon a 1994 shooting in Toronto that fomented a sociolegal association of racialized men with 
criminality. Personal stories of detainees in Ontario tie together our threads of social, legal, and policy 
analysis. Our analysis finds that the NRAD process normalizes incarceration for certain non-citizens in 
Canada, and both reflects and reinforces negative, racialized assumptions about riskiness. 
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This article presents, situates, and analyzes the National Risk Assessment for Detention (NRAD) process 
that assists Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA) officers to decide on sites of incarceration for people 
detained for immigration-related reasons. The NRAD’s core tool is a 2-page document that presents a 
cumulative, points-based ‘risk assessment’ for evaluating where to imprison migrants. The NRAD focuses 
on the detainee’s likelihood of receiving final removal orders, their background criminality, and their 
overall vulnerability. “Riskier” detainees are sent to provincial prisons, and the less-risky detainees are 
incarcerated in CBSA’s own, lower-security immigration holding centres (IHCs).  
 
As governments roll out tools for assessing riskiness and dangerousness across North America, academics 
are paying increasing attention to the quasi- or additive legal roles played by algorithms in decision-
making in the North American immigration detention estates (e.g. Eagly, Shafer and Whalley 2018; Koulish 
2016; Koulish and Evans 2020; Marouf 2017; Noferi and Koulish 2014; Ryo 2016, 2018, 2019). This study 
is the first to focus not only on an internal automated risk assessment tool in the Canadian detention 
estate but on a tool meant to assist decision-makers with where to incarcerate detainees in Canada. Our 
study complements the Canadian literature’s focus on legal decision-making on borders, imprisonment, 
and risk assessments (Hannah-Moffat 1999; Hannah-Moffat et al 2009; MacAlister 2005; Moore and 
Valverde 2000; Pratt 1999, 2005, 2010).  
 
In a national context of indefinite immigration detention, the NRAD is a powerful tool obscured as an 
impartial, bureaucratic mechanism that has life-changing power over individuals and communities. As we 
will demonstrate, the NRAD form never defines the ‘risk’ it is assessing. Indeed, it blurs and dilutes the 
technical definitions of risk to blend with the everyday use of riskiness. We argue that the NRAD’s focus 
on criminal background to predict ongoing dangerousness is riddled with racist, gendered assumptions 
about crime rates, economic downturns, and social unrest. While scholarship is clear that changes in 
immigration rates are either not significantly associated or negatively associated with changes in crime 
rates in urban areas of North America (e.g. Davies and Fagan 2012; Ferraro, 2016; 2009; Jung 2020; Miles 
and Cox 2014; Stowell, Messner, McGeever, and Raffalovich 2009), less scholarly and popular attention 
has been paid to unearthing the ripple effects of these false assumptions in bureaucratic decision-making 
risk assessments like the NRAD.  
 
After explaining our methodology and then describing the otherwise-confidential NRAD process, we turn 
to our key argument that the NRAD is sewn through with racialized, gendered ideas of riskiness that we 
trace back to a 1994 shooting of a 23-year-old White woman by three young Black men in an upscale 
Toronto café. Gaining outsized notoriety across the country, the so-called “Just Desserts” killing spurred 
a series of legislative changes. We theorize that the NRAD process is animated by a “hybrid risk 
knowledge” based in moral panics, membership debates, and penality that ensued from the Just Desserts 
killing. By transforming detainees into “fixed risk subjects” (Hannah-Moffat 2005) who are inevitably 
dangerous and thus imprisonable, the NRAD process may be entrenching detention as the norm not the 
exception. Further, there is no justification or means to challenge how the NRAD form’s points system 
calculates risk. Thus, the NRAD process is opening the door to potentially arbitrary and unjust 
consequences for detainees being stuck for long periods of time in prisons. Our analysis of one Canadian 
tool therefore has important implications for broader, global debates on racialized “risk” management, 
and the roles played by risk assessment tools in distancing state officials from responsibility for the 
criminalization of immigrants and immigration. 

A Note on Methodology 
This section will explain intersectional analysis, the literature conceptualizing “hybrid knowledges of risk”, 
and the novelty of a study on a tool that assessing riskiness for sites of detention. An intersectional lens 
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of analysis informs our research. Both a theory and praxis, an intersectional standpoint can better reveal 
how social and legal production of norms - at sites such as the border, the detention centre, and our own 
histories and physical presentations in a given group - produce differential interpretations and 
constructions of the same events, people, and places. We are here drawing on the work of Black feminist 
legal scholar Kimberlé Williams Crenshaw (1988, 1989) and fellow intersectional thinkers on how law and 
policy approach racialized and immigrant bodies and identities (e.g. Aiken 2007; Bassel 2010; Collins 2010; 
Yuval-Davis 2006). This literature demonstrates that social, economic, legal, and other axes of oppression 
are simultaneous and interacting with identities. As Yuval-Davis (2006: 205) explains, intersectional 
analysis shows “the differential ways by which social divisions are concretely enmeshed and constructed 
by each other and how they relate to political and subjective constructions of identities”.  
 
Our methodology departs from a theoretical framework positing that “criminality” and “illegality” are 
legal, policy, and social constructs. Such categories are grossly or overly-attributed to behaviours 
associated with people belonging to racial, sexual, and gender identities outside of White, male, 
cisgender, and heterosexual or homonational norms. Raced, classed, gendered, ableist, neoliberal, and 
post/neo-colonial biases feed into these constructs of “illegal” and “criminal” people to present barriers 
to equality for citizens and for migrants in Canada (see, e.g., Goldring et al 2009; Sharma 2001) as in 
Europe (Bhatia 2020; Bosworth 2014; Griffiths 2015, 2017; Turnbull 2017) Our intersectional lens is 
particularly urgent in a ‘settler state’ like Canada where national identity defines belonging in political, 
not ethnic, terms in order to displace and discredit indigenous peoples (Bauder 2011; Dauvergne 2005, 
2016). 
 
There are many definitions of risk (e.g Aven and Renn 2009; Boholm 2016; Douglas 1985; Krebs 2011, 
Williams and Balasz 2016). Social theories of risk generally show how the perception and management of 
risk in both the technical and everyday meanings are socially and culturally constructed (Caplan 2000; 
Lupton 1999). Common parlance usually associates risk with danger or harm (Douglas 1986, 1992; Krebs 
2011) yet the technical definition of risk carries a neutral connotation. Gigerenzer (2008: 256), for 
instance, defines risk as ‘uncertainty associated with an event that can be qualified on the basis of 
empirical observations or causal knowledge. Frequencies and probabilities are ways to express risk.’  
 
Given this variety, this paper adopts a constructivist approach to highlight how there is no true, pure, or 
natural understanding of risk. ‘Hybrid knowledges of risk’ describes the mixing ‘of expert and everyday 
knowledges of risky situations in such a way as to create new assemblages of risk information that are 
neither scientific not anti-scientific’ (Valverde, Levi and Moore 2005: 3). We argue that these ‘quasi-
scientific’ knowledges conflate technical uses of risk with narratives of dangerousness in a new 
conflagration of a “hybrid knowledge of risk”. An important illustration is the persistent myth that links 
immigration with crime, and, ipso facto, immigrants with criminality and security concerns. We will apply 
this conceptualization of ‘hybrid knowledges of risk’ (Pratt 2010; Valverde, Levi and Moore 2005) that 
takes risk and riskiness as a construction when analyzing the CBSA’s NRAD Form and process.   
 
Contextualizing the NRAD in a State of Indefinite Immigration Detention 
 
The Immigration and Refugee Protection Act, SC 2001, c27 (hereafter, IRPA) is the framework immigration 
legislation for Canada. It sets the grounds for detention in Canada as a danger to the public, as a flight risk, 
in cases involving security, and in cases where identity has not been established. IRPA S38 prohibits 
entrance to immigrants posing dangers to public health: a non-citizen is inadmissible if she or he has a 
contagious disease or a non-contagious illness which would impose an “excessive demand” on the 
healthcare system. By law, detention is an administrative procedure, a last resort, and a decision to be 
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made after all other options have been considered and rejected. When the IRPA replaced the 1976 
Immigration Act, it broadened CBSA immigration officers’ discretionary powers to detain. CBSA officers 
can stop migrants for questioning, take breath and blood samples, and search, arrest, and detain people 
without warrants. Barring the signing of particular Memoranda of Understanding with individual 
locations, CBSA officers can go into any public space and make inquiries and arrests.  
 
The IRPA legislates routine, in-person detention reviews1 before the adjudicators of the Immigration 
Division (ID) of the Immigration and Refugee Board (IRB), Canada’s largest, independent, quasi-judicial 
administrative tribunal. Known as Members, these adjudicators review every detention within 48 hours, 
then within 7 days, and every 30 days until the detention concludes. A patchwork of laws and legislation, 
internal guidance, jurisprudence, and norm-setting rules and considerations govern Member decisions.2 
The onus to provide evidence to secure release from detention falls to the detainee, which is a reversal 
from the criminal justice context where the government’s representative proves reasons for depriving 
liberty through incarceration. ID Member decisions may be subject to judicial oversight: detainees can 
apply for judicial review of an unreasonable decision or a procedural error at the Federal Court of Canada.  
The Chaudhary v. Canada (Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness), 2015 ONCA 700 (hereafter, 
Chaudhary) decision demonstrates that only a minority of detainees seek review, very few are successful, 
and all remain detained during the judicial review. 
 
As detentions stretch on, the ID review process becomes more rote and less substantive, and the 
likelihood of release decreases (Chaudhary: Paragraph 89). Despite immigration being a federal matter, 
research shows that release rates on similar cases vary according to regions and ID Members (Hussan 
2014). The ID hearings system exhibits a number of procedural and fundamental justice concerns, 
including: the disempowering aspects of its serial nature; the high threshold for Members to reach in 
overturn previous decisions, leading to longer periods of detention even where there is little prospect of 
removal; deference to the CBSA and its officers’ prima facie grounds to arrest; the absence of a right to 
free legal counsel; and the onus encumbering detainees with legal responsibility to provide “new” 
evidence for their releases (Silverman 2019: 150). In May 2019, the Supreme Court of Canada decided 
that the ID hearings system was constitutionally compliant but also restored access to habeas corpus writs 
for detainees to contest their incarcerations in the provincial criminal courts.  
 
The CBSA detained approximately 36,000 individuals, with an annual average of 7,215 individuals, from 
2012 to 2017.  During the 2018-19 fiscal year, the CBSA officially detained 8,781 foreign nationals, with 
an average of 342 people detained each day (Canada Border Services Agency 2020) Barring death in 

 
1 There are additional or parallel schemes of detention. The first is the security certificate proceedings, under IRPA 
Division 9. In this stream or track, the Ministers of Public Safety Canada and the IRCC issue a certificate against a 
non-citizen deemed inadmissible on the grounds of security, violation of human or international rights, serious 
criminality, or organized criminality. A Federal Court judge orders continuation of the detention if the release of the 
named person would be injurious to national security, endanger the safety of any person, or enhance the risk of flight. 
Detention reviews occur within the first 48 hours and at six-month intervals thereafter (See Hudson 2015, pp 911 – 
912). The second additional scheme, also legislated but again rarely used, is the mandatory detention of ‘designated 
foreign nationals’ (DFNS) aged 16 or over. Under IRPA S. 20.1(1), the Minister of Public Safety can make this DFN 
designation for individuals who arrive with the help of a smuggler and, in a group of two or more. These detentions 
are reviewed after 14 days, followed by another review after 6 months and then every 6 months thereafter. 
2 The relevant considerations are drawn from the IRPA, the Immigration and Refugee Protection Regulations, the 
Immigration Division Rules, Ministerial Instructions that pertain to immigration detention; Operational instructions 
and guidelines; the rights implications of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms (hereafter, the Charter) and 
established principles of international law; and detention-related cases at the Federal Court, the Federal Court of 
Appeal, the provincial Courts of Appeal and Superior Courts of Justice, and the Supreme Court of Canada (SCC). 
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custody, detention leads to release back into Canada, or removal from Canada. Most longer term 
detention is “back-end” or pre-removal of people who have lived in Canada for some time but accumulated 
a deportable criminal record, overstayed a visa, or otherwise fell out of legal status. Most detention takes 
place in the Central Region, which is the province of Ontario minus the cities of Kingston and Ottawa. In 
2018-19, 85 per cent of immigration detainees were held because they were deemed to be unlikely to 
appear for an immigration or admissibility hearing (Durani 2020). 
 
International and Canadian law holds that detention is a last resort after all other options have been 
considered. CBSA officers are required to inform anyone detained under IRPA of the Alternatives to 
Detention (ATD) Program. Mostly based in Toronto, the roster of Canadian ATDs include deposits and 
guarantees, in-person reporting, voice reporting, and community case management and supervision. 
Officers consider the suitability of ATDs through a risk assessment process to evaluate the likelihood that 
the detainee will comply with their conditions.3 In 2016, the Liberal Government of Prime Minister Justin 
Trudeau pledged $138 million to “transform” the detention estate over five years and expanded ATD 
offerings to include the problematic deployment of electronic ankle shackles and biometric voice-
recognition check-in systems (Silverman 2018). 
 
Typically, CBSA sends low-risk detainees to the IHCs and high-risk detainees to the provincial penal 
institutions. The CBSA’s three IHCs are located near international airports in Toronto (195 beds), Montreal 
(150 beds), and Vancouver (under construction in the nearby town of Surrey). The IHCs feature barbed-
wire fences, CCTV surveillance, panic buttons, visiting rooms, and uniformed guards. At the provincial 
prisons, it varies whether detainees are held in separate pods or wings, or share the common area, cells, 
and units with inmates awaiting trial, convicted persons awaiting sentencing, sentenced persons 
(provincial and federal) awaiting transfer, persons detained for violating parole conditions, or for 
defaulting on fines (Canadian Red Cross 2019: 7).  International law bars “co-mingling” as disproportionate 
because it treats immigration detainees in the same manner as those detained under the Criminal Code.4 
Where there are separated wings within the prison, research suggests that prison “staff may transfer 
immigration detainees to a criminal wing as a punitive measure” (Gros and Van Groll 2015: 43). Either 
way, detainees held in prisons routinely have their bodies and cells searched by guards, may be reliant on 
problematic videoconferencing technologies to “link” to their in-person detention hearings, and are 
usually re-located further away from their networks of support than the IHCs, all factors that raise 
significant issues about accessing procedural immigration justice (Balfour 2018; Eagly 2015; Kirkup 2009; 
McKay 2018: Chapter 7; Silverman and Molnar 2016). Detention in penal institutions also impedes the 
detainee’s ability to mount a legal case, which is particularly problematic in a situation where the onus falls 
to the detainee to prove he should be released (Aiken et al 2015: p. 482 – 483). 
 

 
3 As explained in the manual Alternatives to Detention, also referred by the chapter number ENF 34 (section 8.2.4), 
while the risk assessment under NRAD takes into consideration similar factors to the risk assessment for suitability 
for alternatives to detention, the processes are separate.  
4 The sources of international law that are relevant to the Canadian case are noted by the Canadian Red Cross (2019: 
7) as including Article 10 of the International Convention on Civil and Political Rights, to which Canada acceded on 
May 19, 1976, requires States to ensure that "all persons deprived of their liberty shall be treated with humanity 
and with respect for the inherent dignity of the human person". See also the Working Group on Arbitrary Detention, 
Report to the Thirteenth Session of the Human Rights Council, A/HRC/13/30, January 2010 UNHCR’s Revised 
Guidelines on Applicable Criteria and Standards relating to the Detention of Asylum-Seekers, 26 Feb. 1999 Principles 
and Best Practices on the Protection of Persons Deprived of Liberty in the Americas, Inter-American Commission on 
Human Rights, Principle II. 
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During the aforementioned 2018-2019 Fiscal Year, CBSA reports holding 69% of the detainee population 
in IHCs, 16% in provincial prisons, and 15% in metropolitan or local police cells and at Royal Canadian 
Mounted Police’s detachments and 'hosting centres'. These divisions roughly map onto the CBSA’s 
previous year’s reports of 71% detainees in IHCs, 20% in prisons, and 9% in the other facilities (Canada 
Border Services Agency 2019). With an average time in detention of 13.8 days but a median length of 1 
day, we can see that some people are detained for extremely long periods. Most long-term detention 
cases of +99 days’ incarceration take place in Ontario prisons (Report of the 2017/2018 External Audit 
(Detention Review)). CBSA has incarcerated Canada’s currently longest-serving detainee, Mr. Hermann 
Fankem, in maximum-security prisons for his +6 years of incarceration for migration-related reasons; his 
exceedingly long-term detention mirrors that of other racialized men like Mr. Ebrahim Toure (5.5 years), 
Mr. Michael Mvogo (almost 9 years), and Abdirahmaan Warssama (67 months). The harms of these long-
term detentions are discussed below. 
 
Canada does not have a law or policy to govern the transfers of detained migrants to different sites nor is 
there a locator system available to the public. This compares poorly with the United States where the 
Immigration and Customs Enforcement Agency oversees a much larger population but makes available its 
free Online Detainee Locator System which searchable by name, country of birth, and internal inmate 
number (U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement 2020). In Canada, however, Correctional Services, 
CBSA, the IHC managers, an Immigration Division adjudicator, and/or a detainee’s designated 
representative or legal counsel are not judicially monitored, and have no means to request transfers. The 
provincial court referred to Mr. Toure’s 5.5 years in the Lindsay supermax prison as ‘cruel and unusual 
punishment’ and so ordered his transfer to the Toronto IHC, a move his legal representative had been 
requesting for some time. Building on research on the powerful sociolegal effects of monitoring, 
restricting, and arresting movements around the detention estate (e.g. Gill 2009; Silverman and Molnar 
2016), it is arguable that the NRAD process adds to, rather than addresses, the impression that detention 
is a ‘black box’ of unmonitored, opaque approaches to accountability and discretionary decision-making 
(Markowitz 2009). 
 
The NRAD Process 
 
In September 2014, as part of the National Detention Strategy, the CBSA implemented the NRAD process 
to record and file an NRAD form documenting the decision and rationale for a site of incarceration for an 
immigration detainee. Operational Bulletin PRG 2014-52 records the NRAD process’s purpose is to 
"improve national consistency and enhance the overall management of the detention program in a 
transparent and equitable fashion." The Government of Canada (2018: p. 34) identifies that the NRAD 
form’s purpose as aiming to “ensure national consistency regarding detention placement, in a transparent 
and objective way”. 
 
We obtained a PDF copy of the National Risk Assessment for Detention (NRAD) document through a pre-
existing relationship with one department of the federal Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA). As part 
of Author 1’s agreement with CBSA, we cannot here include here a copy of the NRAD PDF. In lieu, we 
direct the reader’s attention to a publicly-available, detention-related CBSA policy document that uses 
‘risk’ in an analogous if not identical way:  the Detention Enforcement Manual, also known by its chapter 
number “ENF 20”, elaborates Immigration and Refugee Protection Act (IRPA) principles and Immigration 
and Refugee Protection Regulations (R244-250.1) sections. Published by the Government of Canada, 
ENF20 offers guidance to CBSA officers, states the principles underlying CBSA’s detention policy, and 
describes the administrative and legal framework for evaluating riskiness. Of course, the ENF20 is missing 
the points scale and its nine key questions (described in detail below). 
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A CBSA officer completes the NRAD Form after they have already undertaken the discretionary decision 
to arrest an individual non-citizen. A reassessment may take place every 60 days, or in the event of new 
evidence coming to light. Again, the NRAD process assists the CBSA with determining the “appropriate” 
site of incarceration, and has no bearing on release or removal decisions. The form is a site-locator, and 
the only ways out of detention are by order of CBSA, a member of the Immigration Division at the 
Immigration and Refugee Board tribunal, or by a provincial judge via a certification of a habeas corpus 
writ. 
 
The NRAD form is comprised of nine questions: eight ‘risk factors’ and one ‘vulnerability factor’. The points 
for the risk factors are added up and the vulnerability factor subtracted to determine the type of holding 
facility the detainee should be placed in. Risk factors 1 and 2 ask the CBSA officer to assess if it is ‘possible’ 
whether the individual is inadmissible on the grounds of security grounds and organized criminality, 
respectively. Risk factors 3-6 allocate points according to the type of crime, the number of times the crime 
was convicted and the time that has past since the crime was committed. Risk factor 7 asks whether the 
individual has escaped or attempted escape police custody. Risk factor 8 determines whether the 
individual is a fugitive from justice. The form’s driving premise seems to be that someone’s criminal 
actions in the past indicate whether IRPA S55 grounds for detention of a ‘flight risk’ or a ‘danger to the 
public’ are engaged in the present. The NRAD’s composition reflects the nebulous and vague evidentiary 
standards for administrative law – and detention in particular – in Canada: the NRAD makes it ‘possible’ 
for virtually any non-citizen to be detainable if the likelihood adds up to greater than zero. 
 
According to the final question, a determination of any vulnerability allows for the CBSA officer to subtract 
two points from the final score. Regardless of the number and types of vulnerabilities, only two points can 
be subtracted. Types of vulnerability listed are pregnant women and nursing mothers, minors, persons 
suffering from restricted mobility, persons with suspected or known mental illness and victims of human 
trafficking. The vulnerability calculation’s one-time points deduction compares poorly to international 
standards on immigration detention and the UNHCR Detention Guideline 9.3 (paragraph 58) which 
supports the general rule of not detaining pregnant women and nursing mothers.  
 
According to Section 9.1 of the ENF 20, persons who score between 0-4 points on the NRAD form are to 
be held at an IHC ‘where available’. Those who score above 10 points are incarcerated at a provincial 
prison. Persons scoring between 5-9 points thus fall under the medium category of riskiness, and can be 
held either at an IHC if the ‘risk can be mitigated’.  Receiving ‘0’ points on the assessment does not mean 
that the person is released from detention, only that they are to be treated as a low-risk detainee. Unless 
the CBSA officer has erred in scoring or a new vulnerability factor emerges, the NRAD process does not 
allow for the risk scale to be lowered. Only external measures mitigate risk factors. Thus, the NRAD form 
is inherently skewed towards revising the risk factor score upwards.  
 
Unfortunately, the NRAD’s ‘riskiness’ calculation cannot account for the fact that “high-risk” detainees in 
provincial penal institutions cannot receive any incoming calls, even from family members or legal counsel 
and even if they are suicidal (which is one of the NRAD’s risks factors that increases the dangerousness 
score and results in a higher likelihood of being transferred to prison). At both IHCs and prisons, detainees’ 
mobile telephones are confiscated, consigning them to using the for-profit telephone system operated by 
the private firm, Bell Canada. Remarkably, provincial inmates can only make outgoing collect-calls to a 
landline. Further, they can only use a prepaid calling card, or phone someone who can afford a very high 
collect-call rate of at least $1 CDN per local phone call, and up to $30 CDN for a 20-minute long-distance 
call (CBC Radio 2020). This is extremely troubling when we consider that detainees are otherwise 
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separated from their support networks of treatment centres, addiction counsellors, mental health 
supports, and friends and family, and that a common bail condition is securing a place to live and a 
workplace. Impeded telephone contact with people on the ‘outside’ lessens the capacities of detainees 
to challenge the NRAD’S risk assessment or, ultimately, to gain their releases from detention. 
 
A 2016 Audit of 270 files found that “the NRAD process and tools had not been fully or consistently 
implemented across all regions. Further, analysis of detention decisions showed regional variance in the 
detention location for detainees assigned the same risk rating.” Demonstrating the complexity of isolating 
the NRAD from its context, however, the auditor also pointed out that issues of compliance with NRAD 
policies and procedures could not be achieved without addressing regional issues of “uneven availability 
of alternatives to detention and detention capacity.” (Canada Border Services Agency 2016, unpaginated). 

Legal and Social Grounding for Assessing Risky Foreigners: The “Just Desserts” Incident and Fallout 
 

There is no evidence to suggest that foreign nationals should be subjected to indefinite detention in either 
a prison or an IHC. Constructivist approaches to risk ask who is selecting certain phenomena as ‘risks’, and 
why (Lupton 2000). Following related scholarly methodologies on “post-moral techniques and discourses 
of risk management” (Moore and Valverde 2000: 514, citing Hannah-Moffat 1999), we argue that the Just 
Desserts killing helps us to situate the assumptions underlying this proposal. 
 
Shortly before midnight on 5 April 1994, in downtown Toronto, a 23-year-old patron named Georgia “ViVi” 
Leimonis was shot in a “Just Desserts” coffee house in midtown Toronto. Three young Black men of 
Caribbean origin5 had entered the upscale café to demand money and jewellery from the 20 patrons and 
staff. One robber pulled the trigger of a sawed-off shotgun, mortally wounding Ms. Leimonis. In a public 
outpouring of support mostly by people who did not know her directly, more than 3,000 people attended 
Ms. Leimonis’s funeral (Wortley, Hagan and Macmillan 1997: p. 644). Shortly following Ms. Leimonis’s 
funeral, a White police constable patrolling a racialized Toronto neighbourhood was fatally shot in June 
1994 fatal shooting; the shooter in this case was a Jamaican-born man with a deportation order and 
history of criminal convictions. The trial of the three men accused of killing Ms. Leimonis concluded in 
December 1999, with two found guilty and one not guilty. Within weeks, immigration and police bureaus 
initiated a collaborative squad mandated to track down migrants with criminal records (Ruddick 1998: 
141). This hyper-surveillance led to more patrols like the one that Constable Baylis had been on when he 
was killed.  
 
The Just Desserts killing and fall-out “became a site for contestation of meaning around several images: 
that of black male, of immigrant, and of nation” (Ruddick 1996: 135; see, also, D’Arcy 2007, Pratt and 
Valverde 2002; Ruddick 1996; Wortley, Hagan and Macmillan 1997). Within three months, the Canadian 
Parliament passed Bill C-44 (the so-called ‘Just Desserts Bill’). Bill C-44 created powers for the Minister of 
Citizenship and Immigration to issue a removal order when the Minister was of the opinion that the 
migrant constituted a danger to the public in Canada, and that person had been convicted of a criminal 
offense for which a maximum term of imprisonment of 10 years or more could be imposed (Barnes 2009: 
435). Subsection 70(5) also created “danger opinions”, a new intervention strategy for the Minister to 

 
5 Some of the men charged had in fact grown up in Canada, but had, like many other Caribbean immigrants, 
neglected to take out citizenship as they became eligible (Pratt and Valverde, 2002: 145). The perpetrator, Victor 
Augustus Brown, was 25 years old at the time, and had emigrated to Canada in 1976, when he was 5 or 6 years old. 
Thus, as Ruddick (1998: 141) explains, the ‘assailant had lived in Canada nearly three times as long as in his home 
country, and had entered at just about the time he would begin in the Canadian school system.’ 
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recommend arrest and incarceration of migrants representing a “danger to the public”. 
 
We can see at least three, overlapping ways that Bill C-44 constructed criminality as indefensible riskiness, 
and how these connections later informed the NRAD process. First are the logics and consequences of 
danger opinions. Ranging from killings to nonviolent crimes, including fraud, forgery, and minor drug 
offenses, danger opinions now encompass a wide, seemingly arbitrary spectrum of offenses.  Like the 
NRAD, there is no legal standard defining a “danger to the public” decision nor when that danger must be 
contained in a prison or prison-like environment. It is unpredictable when the Minister will intervene with 
a danger opinion. Second, C-44 legislated that while individuals could challenge the danger opinion, they 
could not appeal the issuance of a removal order. As Aiken (2007: 105) poignantly puts it, “Most Canadians 
would enjoy greater rights of appeal in relation to minor traffic violations than long-term permanent 
residents had in relation to decisions depriving them of their liberty and separating them from family 
members and the only home they know.” Finally, C-44 applied the sanction of removal to any individual 
with less-than-full Canadian citizenship status, even if he had arrived in Canada as a child like Mr. Brown 
had.  

A Constructivist Approach to Risk: Unravelling the “Hybrid Knowledges of Risk” and Dangerousness of 
Crime, Migration, Detention, and the NRAD 
Risk assessment serves to make probabilities knowable but does not eliminate uncertainty. Actuarial risk 
assessments, however, may create ‘illusion of certainty’ (Gigerenzer 2008) in their quasi-scientific 
presentation of risk and their use in the legal system (Hannah-Moffat 2013). Risk assessment in 
immigration detention, like other administrative forms of detention, is a predictive exercise that removes 
or restricts a person’s liberty based on the assessment of uncertainty.  
 
Risk assessment forms are skewed by their creators and users. Risk and probability are liable to be 
misinterpreted due to reasons such as cognitive biases, use of heuristics and lack of training in risk both 
by those who design risk assessment systems and those who implement them (e.g. Gigerenzer 2014). In 
a parallel field, legal scholars have demonstrated how vulnerable judicial decision-making is to extra-legal 
factors such as the personal characteristics of judges and plaintiffs, and errors and biases in decision-
making (e.g Dhami 2003; Dhami and Belton 2017; Fraidin 2013; Maurutto and Hannah-Moffat 2007; 
Rehaag 2012, 2018). The quasi-scientific framing of the form also supports the finding that immigration 
detention officials use bureaucratic paperwork and tools to create emotional distance from the 
consequences of their involvement in the detention estate (e.g. Bosworth 2014; Gill 2016; Hall 2010, 2012; 
Hiemstra 2019; Mountz 2003, 2010). 
 
  
This leads us to another limitation of risk assessments: the problem of the ‘false positive’ (Grant 1984 
cited in MacAlister 2005).  The labelling of past offenders, or migrants for the purpose of this research as 
medium or high risk is ‘unfalsifiable’ (Ibid.) A high score does not mean that person would pose a threat 
to public, or not comply with immigration orders; likewise, a low-scored person later committing crimes 
does not make the form wrong. Another potential adverse consequence of the problem of the ‘false 
positive’ of the NRAD form further entrenching detention as the norm emerges as the form becomes 
incorporated into the detention hearing process. The NRAD form needs to be completed within 60 days 
after the initial assessment and may subsequently be completed again. The NRAD labels its subject fixedly 
without an explicit route to accessing official alternatives to detention (ATDs). The stickiness of the 
labelling is evident in the CBSA’s manual for alternatives to detention (ENF 34: p.18) where it states that 
‘individuals who are not detained usually present a lower level of risk’. Detention is thus taken in and of 
itself as a sign of riskiness. This raises serious questions about an assessment tool is where the default 
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option is detention. As the intent behind the design of the form is to create consistency in decision-
making, we ask whether the consistency will further serve to normalize detention. This is especially 
important because of the influence of the broader socio-political context of the increasing criminalization 
of migration.  
 
The CBSA has not publicly justified the NRAD form’s numerical points scale or the very idea of calculating 
risk by adding up the points to assess risk. Such information would have allowed for the expression of 
uncertainty in the form of probability. Without probability or frequencies, the form can be said to assess 
uncertainty rather than risk (Gigerenzer 2008) It seems that the CBSA is enacting a ‘risk/risk tradeoff’ 
(Hood, Rothstein and Baldwin 2001: 42): static data generates a perceived risk to the public that is always 
greater than the perceived risk of detention to the individual. The tool is not “neutral”, but a reflection 
and amplification of constructed “riskiness” and, by extension, who is worthy of protection by state actors 
 
The NRAD form creates ‘hybrid knowledges of risk’ by conflating the technical use of risk as a neutral 
concept with the everyday language of risk as ‘danger’ in at least three remarkable ways. Firstly, the form 
does not define the ‘risk’ it seeks to assess but is instead embedded in the ‘everyday’ non-technical use 
of ‘risk’ related to socially and culturally embedded notions of ‘danger’ (Douglas 1992).  The form’s ‘risk 
factors’ relate to the IRPA detention grounds: inadmissibility, danger to public, and flight risk. Here, 
however, the NRAD form’s subject is already detained. Again, the form merely allocates them to a prison 
or IHC. As such, we challenge the relevance of these ‘risk factors’ for assessing the riskiness of someone 
already arrested and in custody. 
 
The second way that the NRAD form merges the uses of risks is through its deployment of a language of 
danger. The NRAD form Risk Factors 3-6 allocate points to past criminal actions that fall under ‘danger to 
the public’. But the assessment of dangerousness in law is socially and culturally embedded (Hannah-
Moffat 1999; MacAlister 2005; Moore and Valverde 2000; Valverde, Levi and Moore 2005) and without 
further elaboration or a chance to review the assessment, this usage slips into arbitrariness. Likewise, the 
NRAD’s points system shifts the technical definition of risk from a likelihood assessment to the detainee 
as the source of danger: a detainee is labelled according to their risk categories, thus returning to the 
merged or hybrid language of danger again.  
 
Thirdly, the NRAD form draws on the language of risk to support a tautology that punishes noncitizens for 
crimes they have already completed sentences for, and then links this purportedly ongoing criminality to 
immigration status. Following Chan (2005), the NRAD builds the tautology identified by Mountz and her 
co-authors (2013: 527) as legitimating detention across many liberal-identified states: “migrants might be 
criminals, necessitating detention; migrants must be criminals, because they are detained.” Risk allocation 
functions as a social blaming system that enables the exclusion of individuals perceived to be dangerous 
depending on social structures and institutions (e.g. Douglas 1992). Labelling detainees within categories 
of risk allocates blame onto them for their detention, thus further legitimizing their incarcerations in 
prisons. 
 
This spiraling logic is reflected in the hybrid knowledges of the NRAD: actuarial risk assessment arrived at 
by asking Yes/No questions and an unjustified points allocation system; by linking detention to a very low 
threshold of past criminal behavior at any time; by and by attaching a label of riskiness that is difficult to 
remove (especially from within a prison); and by reinforcing the criminalization of certain gendered, 
racialized, and classed migrants.  
 
Conclusion 
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The NRAD form is an actuarial risk assessment tool which presents itself as an agnostic points calculator 
for locating the appropriate incarceration site for detainees. The Government of Canada (2018: p.34) 
devised the NRAD process to ‘ensure national consistency regarding detention placement, in a 
transparent and objective way’. In this article we have demonstrated that the NRAD form falls short of its 
stated aims. The form transforms the grounds for detention into ‘risk factors’ for non-citizens already in 
detention, allocates points to these factors without a justification or evidential basis for why it relies on 
grounds of detention as risk factors or the rationale for the point allocation system. As such the process 
cannot be said to be ‘transparent’.   
 
We employ constructivist and intersectional lenses to contest the NRAD’s claims to ‘objectivity’. We have 
found that the NRAD process draws upon ‘hybrid knowledges of risk’ rooted in assumptions that migrants 
present dangers that must be proactively contained. Risk assessments in policy and law are more likely to 
attribute blame to persons whose racial, gender, socio-economic and religious identities are seen as 
threats to dominant societal norms. The NRAD, thus reinforces racialized, gendered mythologies 
undergirding both the expansion of the Canadian detention estate and the broader, concurrent 
criminalization of immigration and immigrants in Canada. The NRAD form links immigrants with 
criminality in at least three ways: first, its language of risk portends meanings of morality and danger; 
second, its design presupposes that evaluated individuals are dangerous individuals within risk categories, 
or else they would not be subject to the NRAD process; and third, this tool assesses arrested individuals 
as medium- or high- risk to determine whether to incarcerate them in provincial prisons.  
 
The NRAD process’s ‘hybrid knowledges of risk’ and dangerousness are nested in a longer arc of 
penalization contingent upon the Just Desserts killing and relating to immigration, racialization and crime. 
The NRAD form’s pseudo-scientific appearance masks a troubling presumption that the person is already-
detainable because they are a criminal. A CBSA officer is engaging the NRAD process after arrest; thus the 
NRAD operates at a point where the presumed likelihood of being detained, or detainability (De Genova 
2016), of the migrant becomes a matter of degrees of risk, pushing out concerns to self and community. 
De Genova (2016:2) calls attention to the ‘economy of detainability’ where the power to detain as well as 
‘the rationalities, techniques, and technologies deployed’ are unequally applied to non-citizens. Within 
the Canadian economy of detainability the NRAD process is a technique to exert unequal power on non-
citizens who have committed crimes which, in turn, reinforces the rationality that criminality is grounds 
for immigration detention. As Hiemstra (2019: 99 – 100) argues in the US context, detention is itself 
“structured in such a way as to constantly reinforce the assumed criminality and difference of principally 
nonwhite immigrants” and detention’s “everyday procedures.. provide space for the reinscription of 
narratives of immigrants as dishonest, dangerous, and Other”.  
 
Furthermore, we can draw on De Genova (2004: p. 177) who theorizes that a ‘spectacle of enforcement’ 
produces ‘illegality’ as a categorical identity. Sustained performances by border guards, vehicles, drones, 
and walls give the existence of a criminal foreigner the ‘commonsensical air of a “natural” fact.’ The 
spectacle is both top-down and ground up, and involves bureaucratic paper tools like the NRAD, which 
lend mundane legitimacy to the system. This case study follows the pattern of immigration detention 
officials using bureaucratic paperwork and tools to create emotional distance from the consequences of 
their involvement in the detention estate (e.g. Bosworth 2014; Gill 2016; Hall 2010, 2012; Hiemstra 2019; 
Mountz 2003, 2010). The simplicity of the NRAD process “reinforce[s] constructs of a social reality and 
ideology that disseminate certain messages so as to appear self-evident” and helps to present detention 
as an everyday, non-controversial measure of statecraft (Mainwaring and Silverman 2017: p. 28). 
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There is no public data on the grounds for site allocation, and so we cannot comment on whether the 
NRAD process is meeting its stated objective of achieving consistency. We do argue, however, that any 
consistency introduced is likely to favour allocation to provincial prisons. The NRAD form is inherently 
skewed to revising categorization of risk upwards. The form creates ‘fixed risk subjects’ (Hannah-Moffat 
2005) of detainees based on their past criminal history. Incarcerated, it is doubly difficult to challenge the 
NRAD process’s logic of assessing present riskiness based on past events. The risk attributed to detainees 
is ‘unfalsifiable’ (MacAlister 2005) and the categories of risk they belong to cannot be lowered. The one-
time point allocation for vulnerability criteria offers limited scope to account for the harms of detention 
towards the detainee. Thus, the NRAD form reinforces incarceration as a normal treatment for certain 
non-citizens in Canada, and both reflects and reinforces negative, racialized assumptions about riskiness.  
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